
Enjoy the show? Your ticket is where the fun 
begins! Grab a bite to eat after the show.

*Your proof of purchase from the Colonial Players of Annapolis or any of our Adventure 
Annapolis partners gives you access to a special menu (and savings!) at Smashing Grapes 

Annapolis.  Offer valid within 14 days from the date on your show ticket.

A fusion of Mediterranean and California Coastal cuisines, 
paired with world class wines and craft cocktails.

177 Jennifer Road, Annapolis, MD 21401  |  SmashingGrapes.com

COMING NEXT…

Without William Shakespeare,
we wouldn’t have literary
masterpieces like Romeo and
Juliet. But without actors Henry
Condell and John Heminges, we
would have lost half of
Shakespeare’s plays forever! They
endeavored to gather the Bard’s
scattered masterpieces and bind
them to each other, and to
history. It’s a grand feat, to be
sure. Especially for a community
of actors who may know all the ins
and outs of iambic pentameter,
but next to nothing about binding
books. It’s a theatrical, beat-the-
clock race to save a legacy,
offering some of Shakespeare’s
greatest hits spoken by your
favorite players.

Crimes
Heartof the
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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
Family Reunions…

I was standing in the international arrival hall of
Dulles Airport, waiting for my daughter to clear
customs after she spent the Fall semester of
college studying abroad. During that wait, I
saw family after family standing with balloons
or flowers or signs anticipating - and then
running to embrace - their loved ones as they
came through the security doors. These were
families from all backgrounds and cultures, but
that common instinct to come back home
and rejoin with our families was displayed over
and over again. Regardless of the histories
that might have been behind those people
and their relationships, in that moment there
was nothing but joy and joining.

Which leads me to Crimes of the Heart. The
Magrath daughters have returned to the
family home to say goodbye to their patriarch,
but also to find some kind of closure and
comfort for what ails them. While many of
those wounds may have originated from
there, it is still from the family that they seek
solace. This is the power of family and it makes
a fitting start to the second half of our 74th
season, as we return to the “normal” grind
after a holiday season filled with family
reunions and celebrations - some for the first
time in years.

And so it is with our Colonial Players family. As
volunteers for CP, we have experienced
support, care, love, and unfortunately also
pain. Audience members have also witnessed
all of those things on our stage. And we are still
drawn to come back to the comfort of the CP
family. But as with all families, there is a lot of
work to be done to make things right. We
strive to do better - by each other and by our
community. The result of that work and love of
family shows up every night on stage.

And yes, after two hours, my daughter finally
emerged into the arrival hall, and there were
many hugs and smiles and laughs. Like Crimes
of the Heart, a wonderful way to begin a new
year.

— STEVE TOBIN

THE COLONIAL
PLAYERS, INC.
108 East Street,
Annapolis, MD 21401

T: 410-268-7373
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The Colonial Players wishes
to express heartfelt gratitude
to our patrons. We appreciate

your support!
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Thank you for your support. Your generous gifts help us to continue to provide educational and
training programs, encouragement and entertainment to all who are interested in dramatic arts.

The Colonial Players gratefully acknowledges the generous bequest from Roland Riley,
a longtime patron whose gift helps ensure the future economic viability of our theater.
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*In Memory of Frank Moorman

A warm autumn breeze blows by. The scent of
fallen leaves and ripe paw paw fruit wafts in.
You hear the screen door swing shut as you
walk onto the porch. Worn floorboards
beneath your feet creak as you melt into
Granddaddy’s favorite rocking chair. Settle in
with an ice cold glass of lemonade, it’s made
extra sweet. Y’all, welcome to the world of
Crimes of the Heart - Hazelhurst, Mississippi
1974.

This play takes place during a time when our
country was in turmoil - the Vietnam War raged
on, Nixon resigned after the Watergate
scandal, and an oil crisis rocked the nation.
None of these events seem to have any effect
on the Magrath sisters, Lenny, Meg, and Babe.
They exemplify playwright Beth Henley’s
version of southern small town America -
preoccupied with their own personal lives and
not concerned with the world outside of
Hazelhurst. The sisters have plenty to be
concerned about inside of their own home.
Struggles with mental illness, death, and a
suffocating patriarchy are only the beginning
of what plagues the sisters. In response to their
life circumstances, the women each develop
their own coping skills which result in them
carrying out their crimes. What are “crimes” of
the heart? They are the wrongs that we
commit everyday - jealousy, betrayal,

thoughtlessness, and lies. Crimes that build up
and cause so much hurt and guilt. People
criticize one another to feel better about
themselves, when in reality they are jealous of
what the other person has. We can become
closed off emotionally and lack empathy for
others. Selfishness can cause one to turn a
blind eye to the suffering around you. What I
have found fascinating about this play is
uncovering ways that the characters commit
their crimes and their reasons for doing so. Who
is to blame? How did they end up this way?
What would you have done if faced with that
decision? And can these sisters find a way
together to shed the shackles of their tortured
past and finally be free?

The team we have had on this production has
truly been a “dream team”. I can not thank
each and every one of them enough. With a
focus on positivity, inclusivity, & creativity, we
have produced an experience here that I
know I won’t soon forget. In addition, I’d like to
extend my gratitude to The Colonial Players for
their support throughout production and for
the trust they extended to me as I worked
alongside so many amazing artists this season.

Enjoy Crimes of the Heart.

- Robin Schwartz

DIRECTOR’S NOTES

Robin Schwartz is delighted
and thankful to have been a
part of this incredible
production. After graduating
from Goucher College with a
BA in Theatre, she directed
and produced plays at Red

Branch Theatre Company and Drama
Learning Center. Last season, Robin directed
Love, Loss, and What I Wore at The Colonial
Players and produced The Revolutionists. She
was last seen on the CP stage as Ruth Hoch in
Book of Days. Favorite credits include Dawn in

The Universal Language (Outstanding
Performance from the MD Community Theatre
Festival), Thea Elvsted in Hedda Gabler, and
Joan Dellamond in The Babylon Line. "Special
thanks to my husband Daniel for supporting me
tirelessly and unconditionally, to my sons
Jacob and Henry for being Mommy's
cheerleaders, and to family and friends for
their loving encouragement. So much
gratitude to the whole CP team (too many to
name!) for the opportunity to create theatre
with some truly amazing people."

ABOUT THE DIRECTOR

"CRIMES OF THE HEART is presented by special arrangement with Broadway Licensing, LLC,
servicing the Dramatists Play Service collection. (www.dramatists.com)"
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KAT BINNEY
(Meg Magrath)
Kat is excited and proud to be
making her debut with the
Colonial Players! You may
have recently seen Kat as
Melanie in One Slight Hitch at
Bowie Community Theatre,
and as Mrs. Daigle in The Bad

Seed at Rockville Little Theatre. In May, Kat looks
forward to playing Martha in The Children’s Hour
with Greenbelt Arts Center. Kat is honored to
join this talented cast and production team,
and is grateful for the friendships and
opportunities for growth this experience has
provided! “Much love to my family and to my
friends. I am so lucky to have your support!”

ELLEN QUAY
(Chick Boyle)
Ellen is delighted to make her
debut at CP and work with
this fantastic cast and crew!
Performing live and in person
with this cast has been
incredibly life-giving! Some of
her past stage credits include:

Trix in The Drowsy Chaperone, Mrs. Nordstrom in
A Little Night Music, Hope Harcourt in Anything
Goes, and Nellie Lovelace in Dirty Work at the
Crossroads. When Ellen isn’t thoroughly
enjoying herself on stage, she can be found
narrating audiobooks from her home studio for
Penguin Random House Audio, Scholastic
Audio, and other publishers or performing
commercial and animation VO. Ellen would
like to dedicate her performance to her
wonderfully supportive husband Nathanael and
their 3 beautiful kids. Visit www.ellenquay.com
to learn more about Ellen’s voice acting!

EMILY ROBERGE
(Lenny Macgrath)
Emily is new to Annapolis. She
recently moved with her
husband Jonny and daughter
Olive from New York. She
spent the last eight years
acting in film and television in
New York City after receiving

her Bachelors in Theatre and Literature from
Alma College. Emily completed her training at
William Esper Studio last October before her
daughter was born. She is excited to be a part
of the Crimes of the Heart cast as it is a play she
has loved.

DYLAN ROCHE
(Doc Porter)
Dylan Roche is thrilled to be
returning to the Colonial
Players, having last appeared
as Ethan in 2018's Sex with
Strangers. By day, he's a
freelance journalist whose
work has been published in

local, regional, and national magazines. His first
novel, The Purple Bird, debuted in 2019, and his
next release, The Tide and the Stars, is slated for
summer 2023. Thanks to Robin and the whole
team for this amazing experience.

SHANNON BENIL
(Chick Boyle)
Shannon has been performing
at the Colonial Players since
she was 16 years old in 1993 in
her first of many productions
of A Christmas Carol. Some of
her more recent favorite
shows include Calendar Girls,

Clue the Musical, Lost Boy, and Rumors. By day,
she is a VP of Accounting for a local ad agency.
Much love to her wife, Marcy, and to her son,
Nilsson, whom she already got to perform in one
show with at CP and who hopefully gets bit by
the theater bug soon!

THE CAST

KYLE HARTFORD
(Barnette Lloyd)
Kyle is a filmmaker and actor
living in Crofton, MD. He has
been acting on stage since
he was 5 years old. This is his
first time back on stage since
his 2017 high school
production of West Side Story.

He graduated with a B.F.A from UMBC.

Madagascar, Gilda in The Happy Elf, Thea in
Spring Awakening, Princess Léonide u/s in
Triumph of Love (RBTC). Other favorites: Jo
March in Little Women, Woman 1 in Edges.
Megan received her BFA in Musical Theatre
from Seton Hill University. Many thanks and SO
much love to the whole Crimes team! megan-
henderson.com

MEGAN HENDERSON
(Babe Botrelle)
Megan is delighted to be
back at CP! Previous credits:
Mary Barrie/Tinker Bell in The
Lost Boy, stage manager for
Love, Loss, and What I Wore,
properties designer for The
Revolutionists. She works
professionally as a teaching

artist, performer, director, stage manager,
choreographer, and wardrobe assistant in the
Baltimore/DC area. She has worked with Toby’s
Dinner Theatre, Signature Theatre, Ford’s
Theatre, Young Artists of America, Columbia
Center for Theatrical Arts, Drama Learning
Center, and Red Branch Theatre Company, as
well as many local community theaters.
Professional credits include: Maurice in
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WHAT’S NEW…
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Keeping audiences up to
date with our current shows,
discovering what is
happening in and around
the Annapolis theatre community, and
taking a close up look at those that keep
it running.

Available from our website and all good
podcast distributors.

LONG RANGE
PLANNING
The Colonial Players has formed a Long
Range Planning Committee to
evaluate projects and other
corporate initiatives which
will improve our theater as it
enters its 75th season. Results
will be presented to the membership
in 2023. Suggestions are welcome
from anyone up until the end of
January 2023 and may be submitted
via email to:

vicepresident@thecolonialplayers.org

Alternatively, one can speak with any
member of the committee which
includes John Purnell, Steve Tobin, Terry
Averill, Mary Beth Yablonski, Richard
Atha-Nicholls, Darice Clewell, and
Ashley Simon.

OFFICIAL MERCHANDISE
Show your support for theatre-in-the-round, all year round, with
our new official merchandise! We have commemmorative pins,
insulated tote bags, water bottles, and a limited supply of the 50th

Anniversary book. See the website for full details.

THEATRE IN 360° PODCAST

YOUR HISTORY
As the 75th anniversary of The Colonial Players

approaches, we are starting a history
project of our community theater by
collecting stories from people who have
been involved in all facets of the

organization - Productions, Volunteers,
House Staff, Board Members, and of
course, Patrons. We will concentrate most
of our effort on the 25 years since our 50th
anniversary season - from Season 51
(1999-2000) through the upcoming

Season 75 (2023-2024). Dona Weingarten is
looking to collect narratives from all
volunteers who have contributed to the
various endeavors that have kept The
Colonial Players blossoming during these
last 25 years.
To contribute, please contact Dona at

cp75@thecolonialplayers.org
and put “History” in the subject line.

We look forward to hearing from you!



VOLUNTEERS ARE FAB!

DID YOU KNOW WE ARE ENTIRELY VOLUNTEER RUN?
FROM THE USHERS TO THE DESIGNERS,
EVERYONE IS WELCOME HERE TO

COME AND PLAY!
IF YOU'RE INTERESTED IN VOLUNTEERING IN ANY

CAPACITY,

PLEASE CONTACT:

HR@THECOLONIALPLAYERS.ORG
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WHAT’S NEW…

JENNIFER COOPER
(Producer)
This is Jennifer's third time (the charm?)
producing with The Colonial Players. She is ever
grateful for the learning. Jennifer would like to
extend her ongoing deepest appreciation to
the talented and dedicated cast and creative
team of Crimes of the Heart; it's been an honor.
And to David and Noah -- thank you for being
my reasons - I love you so.

THE CREATIVE TEAM

DAVID COOPER
(Sound Designer)
David has been involved with The Colonial
Players for the past several seasons. He was last
seen on stage in Book of Days. Behind the
scenes he has provided technical assistance
and sound design for a number of shows. Most
recently David helped to establish and run the
system used for live-streaming shows and
provided sound design for The Revolutionists.
Many thanks to Noah and Chase for assisting
with this sound design.

LINDA RIDGE
(Costume Designer)
This will be Linda’s second show designing
costumes at The Colonial Players, last season
she had the joy of costuming The Lost Boy.
She has spent the last 8 years costuming for
the Annapolis Area Christian High School’s 3-
4 productions a year. She has worked in other
community theaters, costuming with Laurel
Mill Playhouse and The Salem Players. Linda is
a full-time RN with the Oncology department
at University of Maryland. She is hoping you
will enjoy the 70’s with the rest of this
wonderful cast!

CONSTANCE ROBINSON
(Properties Designer)
Since 2003 Connie has volunteered as a
public relations consultant, graphic designer,
box office assistant, properties designer and
set decorator for The Colonial Players. She
serves on the current Marketing committee,
and has collected props or decorated sets
for over TWENTY-SIX productions at The
Colonial Players, and other local theaters.
She is proud to have received three WATCH
nominations for designing properties. Connie
enjoys her volunteer hours because of the
friendly, dedicated people she works with.
She also thanks her husband, John, for his
continued assistance fixing or creating props.
Connie is also grateful to friends for their
support and loaning their household items for
props. It is nice to be back with CP friends
after pandemic restrictions. Connie is having
fun working with director, Robin Schwartz,
and the talented Crimes of the Heart team of
cast and crew.

CHASE NESTER
(Sound Designer / Production Assistant)
Chase is 18 years old and is extremely excited to
be a part of the production team for Crimes of
the Heart! This is the first show he has done
sound design and production work for, but he is
very familiar with theater. In fact, you may have
seen him in The Colonial Players’ 2022
production of The Lost Boy as Peter Pan/Davey
Barrie! In his free time, he enjoys listening to
Steely Dan and loudly reminding others of how
much better his music taste is than theirs,
playing the guitar, and binge watching the new
Star Wars shows on Disney+. He would like to
thank Jennifer Cooper and the sound team for
giving him this incredible experience, as well as
his friends and family who support his many
endeavors even though they all have much
better things to do with their lives.

HEATHER QUINN
(Set Designer)
Heather has worked on numerous theater
projects in the DC-Maryland area both on-
stage and behind the scenes over the years.
Her last turn at set design and set/floor painting
was CP’s production of Silent Sky. Heather
would like to thank the many creative and
dedicated people involved in this production
and, in particular, all those who contributed to
acquiring kitchen/set elements (e.g., Robyn,
Ilene, Connie, Linda, Carrie, Jen) and everyone
who contributed to design and construction
(e.g., Robin, Edd and the entire construction
team). Typical of many shows, this set
underscores the community aspect of
community theater.

AUSTIN M. SHUMAN
(Stage Manager)
Austin is excited to be working with The
Colonial Players in his debut season. He has
previous worked on The Lifespan of a Fact as
their Assistant Stage Manger. He has worked
with Annapolis Summer Garden Theatre this
previous summer. He hopes you enjoy this
wonderful show and is proud of the work
everyone has put into it! Thank you for your
attendance.
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CRIMES OF THE HEART is presented by special arrangement with Broadway Licensing, LLC,
servicing the Dramatists Play Service collection. (www.dramatists.com)

Written by Beth Henley
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…………………….EMILY ROBERGE

………...SHANNON BENIL / ELLEN QUAY

…………….………………KAT BINNEY

………………………………DYLAN ROCHE

……………………MEGAN HENDERSON

………………………..KYLE HARTFORD

LENNY MACGRATH

CHICK BOYLE

MEG MACGRATH

DOC PORTER

BABE BOTRELLE

BARNETTE LLOYD

THE CAST

Hazlehurst

Mississippi

THE PLACE

1974

THE TIME

Originally produced by the Actors Theatre of Louisville, Inc.,
in February 1979.

CRIMES OF THE HEART received its New York Premiere at
the Manhattan Theatre Club in 1980.

Produced on the Broadway Stage by Warner Theatre
Productions, Inc./Claire Nichtern, Mary Lea Johnson, Martin

Richards, Francine Lefrak.

Please note the following stand bys in case of Covid19:
Ellen Quay stand by for Meg/Babe,
Shannon Benil stand by for Lenny,

Dan Schwartz stand by for Doc/Barnette.

There will be one 15 minute intermission.
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